Welcome to Virginia.

Whether it’s your first time in Virginia or you’re simply looking to explore someplace new, this year’s guide highlights plenty of relaxing getaways, exciting adventures and memorable places to discover during your Virginia travels — all through the eyes of passionate Virginians.

For the outdoor lovers, Virginia’s adventures abound. We offer 544 miles of the Appalachian Trail (more than any other state!), and we are home to 41 state parks and 22 national parks, including scenic trails and recreational waterfronts. (Find your favorite park on page 30!)

From sprawling beaches to winding waterways to majestic mountains, we’re also working hard to make these adventures more accessible to all (page 24).

Virginia’s diverse beauty is not only in its scenic landscapes but in its rich history, vibrant culture and welcoming locals.

Historic sites provide an important lens to expand our understanding of Virginia and our country, and there are countless opportunities to learn and engage, from the first permanent English settlement at Jamestown to the birthplaces of U.S. presidents to the birthplace of the Student Civil Rights Movement and beyond.

For a new take on history, discover how global influences and experiences abound from coast to cliff. (See one couple’s journey on page 48.)

And wherever your travels take you, keep an eye out for our giant LOVE signs. With more than 300 LOVEworks throughout the state, they’re perfect for a commemorative photo of your trip (page 14).

We hope this guide will inspire you to embark on a Virginia vacation, and we wish you safe and fun adventures during your Virginia travels — all through the eyes of passionate Virginians.

Sincerely,
Glen Youngkin
Governor of Virginia